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University facultyMonth: June 2009 This morning, when I got up, I took a
picture of the sunrise, and I included this picture in my sleep-deprived

post. My eyes were closed. I didn’t see the bright light. I didn’t realize
the brightness was coming from inside my eyelids until I got to my desk and
opened my eyes. I’ve never realized before how much I need to sleep. When I
read this morning, my mind stayed focused. … My 19-year-old son and his

friends were trying to set a fishing line off the dock at their lake house.
Unfortunately, the line got tangled in a tree, and they couldn’t get it
back. The next-to-last thing I heard before I fell asleep was “Mom, come
help us get this line out of the tree.” I was asleep in 5 minutes. I got
up, dressed, checked my voice mail, and … My classmate, who is bi-polar,

got into an argument with her father about her medication and the
prescription for her. She told her father that she was “on lithium,” which
is how she gets the many pills in the middle of the day and at night. He
was convinced that she wasn’t taking it, and he told her he was going to
call the psychiatrist. I warned … My Sunday novel of the week is Margaret
Mitchell’s Pulitzer Prize-winning, best-selling novel,Gone With the Wind.
In my novel of the week, Gone With the Wind, Mrs. Kennedy dresses in blue

and gold and runs back to Washington, D.C., to assure her family and
friends that they can expect a baby in the next few months. This is what

the author sets up; this is what he … My character’s first line from my new
novel, The Long Way Home, is “I want to be a writer, so I can write about
all the things I’ve never had the time or the courage to write about.”
That’s the same thing I wrote when I started this blog. My first novel,

which I started writing
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the state of Texas and the IRS. /** * Draws an arrow from a source
coordinate to a target coordinate. * The points in the source and target

are linear, not path. */ @objc(UIKitDrawPath) public class
@implementation(UIKitDrawPath) UITargetedArrowFromPoint: NSObject { /**
@init */ public init() { } /** * Gets the source of the arrow. * @return
the source */ @objc public func source() -> CGPoint { return { return
CGPoint(x: self.frame.minX, y: self.frame.minY) } } /** f678ea9f9e
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